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It makes me feel a bit like a traitor when I report: "I
don't see any way to make this easier." Here's an

update, which contains the latest version of the script.
(Paraphrased from past experience, so it may not be

suitable for others. ;-) #!c:/program
files/gnuwin32/perl/bin/perl # This is a script to create a
backup copy of the template file. # Each time it's used
it will create a separate backup copy that is # stored
somewhere else on the machine. # # It does this by

copying the file with all the lines in the configuration #
file # # There are three commands to stop it: # 1. Set
backup="no" to tell it not to backup this version of the
file. # 2. Add "--backup=yes" to tell it to backup this

version of the file. # 3. Add "--backup-whole-file" to tell
it to backup a full copy of the file. # # You can get more
details by using the command "perl help". # # Here are

some details about the command: # 1. "--basedir"
defines where all the files on disk are saved: # ./: this

directory # ../: parent directory # bin: another directory,
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that may be in your PATH # ../bin: for adding things like
bzip2, tar, and tar.gz # $HOME/$USER/bin # $HOME/bin
# 2. "--backup" tells it where to save the copied file # 3.

"--backup-whole-file" makes a full backup copy of the
file, # that is a copy with the permissions that the file
has when it is # created, rather than the permissions
that it has when it is saved. # Normally this doesn't

matter, as the "Templates" program handles # the file
permissions for you. But if you have set the permissions
# manually, it can make it easier to be able to restore

the file. # # For example, if
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Crack an Air Purifier AC Unit This video shows how to
replace an air purifier AC unit. Sharing content is as
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maybe we are in a bad mood and do not want to share
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Browse by Genre Sun, Sea and Sea Views.... Multi-storey
car parkThe lovely apartment is situated on the ground

floor and it’s well-equipped, and the views are just
amazing. Despite it’s spaciousness, the apartment’s
design is simple and clean. Apartments for Rent in

Henley-on-Thames Welcome to the Windrush
Apartments. We want you to feel at home when you're

in our beautiful town of Henley-on-Thames. Our purpose
built apartments provide luxury living with an excellent

standard of finish. The price offered is clearly and
simply for the accommodation and you can choose from

a range of floor plans that suit any budget or
needs.Chemical adjuvants used with killed vaccine: part

1. In vivo evaluation of the effect of an
immunostimulatory lipid compound on the protective
efficacy of a killed influenza vaccine administered to

mice and rats. The effect of an immunostimulatory lipid
compound on the protective efficacy of a killed

intranasal influenza vaccine administered to mice and
rats was evaluated. The compound, a total of 44%

glycolipids and neutral lipids, was administered
intraperitoneally to both species at doses of 10, 100 and
1000 microg per mouse or rat for 21 days prior to and
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